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SAMUJANA UNVEILS ITS MOST SPECTACULAR VILLA YET
Koh Samui’s luxury villa estate saves the best for last with colossal new property

(April 2016) Koh Samui’s leading private villa estate, Samujana, unveils its most
expansive property yet, Villa 24. Occupying what was originally planned as two plots, the
impressive 8-bedroom, 1,808 SQ.M villa is the largest on the estate, which now houses a
total of 27 hillside villas.
Designed by Asia’s celebrated Gary Fell of GFAB Architects, Villa 24 offers uninterrupted
sea views to capture both sunrise and sunset, with panoramas of the Gulf of Thailand
and some of Koh Samui’s most iconic landmarks - Chaweng and Lamai, Choengmon
and Plai Laem, Big Buddha and the neighbouring island of Koh Phangan.

Ideal for memorable getaways
with

family

or

friends,

the

property features two designer
kitchens built specifically for
group entertaining, a private
in-house cinema complete with
a plethora of films and TV
shows, a breathtaking infinity
pool

and

a

fully-equipped

private gym. With an outdoor
dining sala, jacuzzi and games
room, Villa 24 is the perfect spot to host an unforgettable celebration, have a detox break
in a stunning setting, or simply reconnect with friends and family.
Incorporating cutting-edge technology, Villa 24 is one of the first to feature Samujana’s
state-of-the-art sound system through a partnership with Music Eye View, which will
provide curated, themed music for different moods. Guests will have the option to stream
music exclusively created for Samujana, for a fully bespoke soundtrack to days in the
sun.
Guests can enjoy the many amenities offered on the estate at their leisure: private villa
hosts, local and international cuisine from top, private chefs, an all-weather tennis court
(floodlit) and access to nearby water sports. Samujana has also partnered up with one of
the islands’ leading wellness experts, Amrita, to provide a range of luxury detox and
slimming programs in the privacy of their villa. Guests can also take advantage of
exclusive charters with a choice of sailing yachts and motorboats - ideal for water-skiing,
picnics on hidden beaches, snorkelling, sightseeing or for pure sailing pleasure.
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For more information on Samujana please visit www.samujana.com
For estate maps, fact sheets and villa images, please visit the image library at
www.samujana.com/medialibrary
For interviews and more information, please contact:

VIM & VIGOUR PR, FOR AND ON BEHALF OF SAMUJANA
Lynda Williams
lynda@vimandvigourpr.com
+65 8111 0290
or
Pippa Brindley
pippa@vimandvigourpr.com
+65 9739 1164

Notes to editors
Developed and managed by Samujana Company Ltd and designed by Gary Fell,
Samujana is a collection of oversized and opulent villas, for sale and rent. All villas
feature large infinity edge pools and unobstructed sea views. Perfectly perched on a
hillside overlooking a coral cove; the villas offer three to eight bedrooms and are ideal for
families, friends, couples and also offer ample space for bespoke weddings and
glamorous events. Samujana provides dedicated villa hosts, private cinemas, gyms, spa
services, fitness retreats, tennis courts, beach access and all the hospitality of an
upscale resort. Samujana is ideally located just minutes from Koh Samui International
Airport and lively Chaweng Beach.

